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Buying a 75-inch TV used to be maxing out your credit card. These days, however, there are enough 75-inch TV deals that when buying a big-screen TV isn't as expensive as it used to be. Brands like Vizio and TCL have made owning mammoth TV much more affordable, whereas non-tiered brands like Hisense constantly push 75-inch television deals
further below the $999 mark. So if you want to upgrade to a 75-inch TV, you've come to the right place. We hand-picked the best 75-inch TV deals from all over the internet. Looking for deals for smaller TVs? Make sure to check out our guide to the best TV deals.75 inch TV deals and Prime DayAmazon Prime Day is known for offering excellent 75-inch TV
deals. Expect to see massive discounts for TVs from the likes of TCL and Hisense. These brands will offer the lowest prices. However, we also hope that Amazon offers offers for the likes of name brand manufacturers from LG, Samsung and Vizio. In terms of prices, we estimate that 75-inch 4K TVs start below $649. The best 75-inch TV deals nowToday's
best 75-inch TV dealsSamsung 75-inch 4K TV: it was $999 now $849 @ Best Buy Samsung 7-series is part of Samsung's 2020 lineup, so to see it on sale is a big surprise. The TV has a Samsung Crystal processor that updates everything to 4K. It supports HDR content, has a 120Hz refresh rate and works with Alexa and Google Assistant. If you want 2020
TV, this is one of the best 75-inch TV deals you'll find. View DealSony 75 4K Smart TV: was $1,329 now $1,130 @ Best Buy This Android TV sports features including Alexa support, HDR support tone (HDR10, Hybrid Log-Gamma, and Dolby Vision), X-Motion Clarity for smooth action scenes, and built-in Chromecast. Add it to your cart and prices drop to
$1,130.99, which is $199 off. View DealHisense 75 QLED 4K TV: it was $1,499 now $1,249 @ Best Buy Hisense H8G Quantum Series is available on Android TV with Google Assistant integration, crisp HDR performance, and powerful Dolby Atmos audio. It hits all the right places when it comes to performance and we especially like its affordable price.
View DealVizio 75 P-Series Quantum 4K TV: was $1,649 now $1,567 @ Best Buy 2019 Vizio P759-G1 uses QLED technology to deliver a stunning photo. It supports HDR10/HLG content and has Chromecast built in. Unlike the M series, the P series offers more space for dark zones and better brightness technology. It's been up to $100 off before, but this
is still a great price for solid TV. View deal 46-inch TELEVISION dimensions usually vary depending on the tv producers. For example, the Samsung LED EH5000 measures 41.7 inches wide, 24.6 inches high and 3.7 inches deep, while the Sharp LCD HDTV LC-46LE835U measures 42.2 inches wide, 26.1 inches long and inch depth. The Samsung LED
EH5000 is 41.7 inches, 26.8 inches and 9 inches wide, height and depth, respectively. Sharp's LC-46LE835U, meanwhile, stands 42.2 inches wide, 28 inches tall and 11.54 inches The 46-inch class name is based on the diagonal length or the size of the TV screen, which runs from one corner of the screen to the opposite angle. The Diagonal of the
Samsung TV measures 45.9 inches, while the sharp TV has a screen size of exactly 46 inches. At the time of publication Fitzpatrick had a long XXX, although positions could change at any time. Dan Fitzpatrick is a StockMarketMentor.com publisher, advisory newsletter and education forum dedicated to teaching effective risk management and trading
methodologies to aspiring traders and investors. He is a former hedge fund manager and member of the Market Technicians Association, and now he trades from his home in San Diego, Calif. Although Fitzpatrick has various securities licenses, he does not make recommendations to buy or sell stocks. The information in this column is under no
circumstances an recommendation to buy or sell stocks. He appreciates your feedback; click here to send him an email. The modern HDTV listed with a 40-inch screen is approximately 3.1 inches thick, 38.7 inches wide and 24.7 inches tall. These TVs weigh about 32 or 33 pounds. Samsung's 40-inch 1080p LED HDTV instruments, without a rack, 3.7
inches deep at 36.1 inches wide and 21 inches tall, according to Sears. The Insignia 40-inch LED 1080p HDTV measures 3.3 inches deep 36.4 inches wide to 21.5 inches high without a rack. Sony Bravia's 40-inch LED 1080p Smart HDTV measures 3.38 inches deep 36.5 inches wide to 21.88 inches high without a rack, as outlined by Best Buy. (Pocket-lint)
- Philips 55PFL8008S wants to ignore the 4K revolution, which - supposedly, at least - is just around the corner. Waving its Amblilight technology, which spills a dynamic color on the surrounding surfaces, as it comes from the screen image, like the digital peacock feathers, it has a unique, colorful hope that separates it from its closest competitors. But £2,500
is also the priciest among the current 1080p 55-inch models out there. And for the big money we want a big picture – does Philips 8008S deliver or all this just a show? For the very thinnest tellies OLED is all the rage, but it's a very expensive technology. While the 32mm depth philips PFL8008S has a slender edge in the LED LCD panel, it's not - cue that
Monty Python sketch - to waffle thin. Towards the wall or mounted back and you never notice anything – besides, it is a TV that, for the most part, will be viewed in front. Like the 46-inch Philips PFL8007 model we reviewed earlier this year, the 8008S exterior metal bezel is similar in size, but the finish has changed for the better. It's now almost gunmetal-gray
- not deep black - so it looks more premium and, most importantly, more metal without being too garish. The criticism we had about the previous 8007 model was that while the metal was used it had almost plastic shine in it. READ: Philips 46PFL8007 8000 series TV review8008S's join-line between the front metal plate and the rear plastic panel does not
look as finely crafted as, say, Bang &amp; Olufsen - not that you ever notice, unless you stand, stare down the set from above... hardly the best way to watch TV. But then we're talking quite a price point jump between the two brands. Pocket-lintHi stand 8008S is beautiful: A slender band of curved metal that at first glance, as it came out of the box, left us
looking for even more parts of the pack. Can it have all that telly? we have pondered. Fortunately, the obvious answer is yes - and it does with a more elegant appeal than any Philips TV we saw before it. Unless you are more drawn to the glass façade of the Philips Design Line, but then it's a rather different visual perspective. READ: Philips Design Line's
first image: photos and eyes click around the back of the 8008S screen are equipped with speakers which, despite the limited depth of the kit, manage to deliver a lot of thump. Of all the TVs that have passed through pocket-lint offices, we still say that Philips now immediately provides the clearest, most influential audio experience. And there are many
customizable audio capabilities to apply EQ presets, tinker treble, bass, apply other effects directly to sound more efficiently, depending on where the TV is in the room. The well-looking exterior is further reinforced by the inclusion of Ambilight in the 8008S building. This is very important for Philips because it's one of the main reasons why it's worth buying a
Philips TV. Ambilight introduces colored LED lights to the top of the TV and two side edges that project on the surrounding surfaces, so the image is illuminated behind the TV frame. The Philips special, so to speak, is a dynamic feature that updates output compared to the screen image, which gives an almost visual extension effect. Pocket-lintIf sits to read
this and think why you ever want to dance lights in front of the TV, then we urge you to go look at the action of Ambilight. It's hard to describe such a visual premise using only words, but - and I think we were willing to write it off as a gimmick at first - after a long use it really beds. It's more than bright enough to make daylight use and even more impactful too
little light in blacked-out conditions. When we packed up the last 46-inch Philips TV and replaced it with our standard - normal - replacement TV was a technology that we missed; that poglow is gone. Of course, there are more technical reasons than that because it looks beautiful: Ambilight is designed to make for a more immersive viewing experience, but
backlight also helps improve perceived image quality and, therefore, black levels. With bright light at the back those on-screen blacks take a deeper quality. And it really works. There is also a good amount of controlling technology. How quickly dynamic light reacts to the motion of the image on the screen and rich color color There are two key elements that
you need to do well to tinker with for a good time. Too bright, saturated or fast moving and there is a lava lamp effect to accompany the image, which can feel distracting. Get these settings right and it's never a distraction though – just one of the main pleasures of this TV. Pocket seduction Ambiguous must not be dynamic, as it can also be set as static light
and can even be matched with color to suit specific surfaces. Detail, detail, detail. One thing missing from Ambilight is its inclusion on the bottom edge of the TV - without the projection of light from the base of the TV it does not give that completely surrounded by glow, which we think would be possible for the ultimate wall experience. Detail is a word of the
day when it comes to image quality too. We can't think of a brighter picture – and it's not entirely dependent on the 10-point adjustable brightness processing option from the menu – that we haven't seen among the 1080p TVs yet. But you have to be detailing your approach to getting as much of the 8008S image quality. On its edge LED lighting is caused by
clouds – those misty white spots in darker, shady areas – that cost the image uniformity. While it's a larger screen than the previous generation's 46-inch 8007 model – so it's not entirely fair direct comparison – we found that the presence of cloudy larger, newer 8008S be more visible. There may be this review unit, it may be that other units will perform better
– but we can only comment on what we've seen. Pocket-lint Cloudy is especially important to pay attention when choosing Picture Style. The menu has several options – Personal, Vivid, Natural, Standard, Movie, Photo, Energy Saving, ISF Day and ISF Night – each of which is customizable to nth degree through a wide setup menu. But their predefined
shapes and low light are usually brighter variations - including, for example, the Standard - to push brightness and illumination contrast to the point where cloudy too little light viewing will not only be noticed by diehard movie buffs and techie TV fans. It's that has 8008S back from the best of the best – but is inevitable, at least to some degree, edge LED
screens all do. Not everyone is lost though – Philips 8008S image quality is still very good indeed and right-handed presents. The TV comes on its own when customization is concerned and Ambilight technology works as a way to help keep things looking that extra bit special. Tinker around with brightness and backlight settings and while the screen's
500,000:1 contrast ratio may not appear quite at its fullest, it looks rich and has enough high-end brightness to deliver an almost plasma movie experience. With Blu-ray loaded into the tray we rattled too many movies in a few weeks and each of them had a blast to watch. Pocket-lint Ways That is a word of warning: if you want the most control and know
what you doing then this set is great; if you want to connect it and expect the image to be perfect, then think again - there are other plug and play options on the market that do not allow access level that the 8008S calibration menu offers. Digging deep and up the results to be had: from ISF image calibration, gamma, color temperature (presets and custom),
brightness, noise reduction, backlight contrast, color, MPEG artifact reduction, Perfect Natural Motion processing leveling movement – too much, in our opinion, as soap opera effects are prevalent – and more. The best of all these settings can be individually adjusted according to the image style so that you have excellent settings for the summer sun, eclipse
in the dark and everything in between. Our experience shows that it is very important to reconcile and adapt these preconditions, then choose between them, depending on the conditions, so that all video quality passages can be used. If the various manufacturers' latest features in 2013 are the gauge by which to deal with the TV then smart TV features are
the most important thing going on. Well-ah, we're not on the same page. Philips may be in favour when it comes to smart features – so much so that it does, ahem, smarts – but has all the basic needs which, in fact, you probably already have from a set-top box, a game console or so on. While you can't enter your shopping list, wave on the screen to make
things happen, or talk to 8008S – well, you can, but it won't listen – you can now access Netflix (finally) and many other majors such as Blinkbox, BBC iPlayer and others. The basic level is there and it's used – but it's oh so slow to jump between screens, and much of the same mood can be said about the menu behind the connected, catch-up TV sections. A
relatively small gripe, you might think of any one that made it frustrate over time. Pocket-lintIs certainly possible to improve when it comes to smart features, but in a world where so many others have to have products to deliver a better experience to complement the screen we're not so sure that it will be important to a large proportion of potential buyers. At
the same breath it's a shame that Philips is behind, but it progresses every generation and we want to take audio and video through smart features on any day of the week. Verdict Even if the Philips 55PFL8008S is not as smart as the competition, the level of customizable image control is smarter than many others out there that we've seen – and that's
where smart money is. All £2,500 from him. If you're a TV techie or movie buff then there's a lot of love that has had this TV and its ultra-sharp image – but the big screen edge of LED lighting causes problems with the clouds that hold it back from the kind of brilliance that it shows elsewhere. But to get the love you need to give – and with good tinkering
customizable picture style options there's a lot more to be had. Make one image quality blip brush and it's an otherwise open path of excellence: Not only does 8008S look super sleek, the sound quality is second to none, and peacock feather-like screen colors from Ambilight not only wooed us, it held us dazzling. Overall, the Philips 8008S is a strong
contender in its class that has an indisputable wow factor, but just not quite as perfect as we expected. Writing by Mike Lowe. Lowe.
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